About Igor I. Kondrashin

Profile
He was born in 1945 in Moscow.
In 1971 he graduated from The Moscow State Institute of International Relations (now MGIMO
University).
Afterwards he worked mainly as an official in the diplomatic and foreign trade services of the
ex-USSR.
Owing to this he lived for long periods in Egypt (1977-1981) and Greece (1990-1997).
Since youth he has been fond of studying economy, philosophy and natural sciences.
He is the first who described in details the new ontological model of the World (The equation
"Development = motion in time - quality - space"), described in the book "Dialectics of Matter Systemic approach to fundamentals of philosophy".
These ideas were confirmed at the sub-faculty of "Theoretical philosophy" of Moscow State
Lomonosov University and he got the Diploma of the Candidate of philosophical sciences.
His latest studies are devoted to a better explanation of the human mentality and consciousness.
The member of the Russian Philosophical Society and the Russian Humanist Society. A lot of
time he devotes to the formation of the "Hyperintellect of Russia".
The Classical philosopher (on scientific philosophy), professor, Ph.D.
The member of the Russian Philosophical Society and the Russian Humanist Society, expert of
the UNESCO.
The author of fundamental books on theoretical & applied (practical) philosophy:

1. Dialectics of Matter - Systemic approach to fundamentals of philosophy
This book gives the description of the new ontological model of the World (The
equation "Development = motion in time - quality - space"),
2. The Truths of Being in the mirror of Consciousness - Systemic approach to
dialectics of mentality;
3. Code of secular behavior - What to be to become a MAN?;
(Contents of the book in English)
4. Energy & its phantoms - E = mc2 - ???
Trying to unite THINKERS of the planet, is the founder and is organizing in Athens, Greece
"World philosophical forum".
Married and has of two daughters and four grandchildren.
E-mail: ikondrashin@ya.ru

